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PageRank Is a Markov Process

• Estimates traffic to websites based on the Web’s link structure.
• Models Web surfers with the following behavior:
– 85% chance: pick a random link from the current page and
follow it.
– 15% chance: jump to a completely random page. This
ensures that the resulting matrix will be irreducible.
• This is a Markov process; compute the stationary distribution
of Web surfers.
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Classical Google PageRank Uses the Power
Method

π: The stationary distribution of Web surfers
α: The chance of following a link from the current page (0.85)
P̄ : The stochastic transition matrix
n: The number of nodes
(1−α)eeT
¯
P̄ : (αP̄ +
)
n
¯ . Compute π using sparse Power Method; the full
• π T = π T P̄
¯ need not be formed.
matrix P̄
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The Stationary Distribution Can Be Calculated
With Gaussian Elimination

• Gaussian Elimination first suggested by Funderlic and Mankin
(1981) for stochastic and irreducible matrices.
T
¯
¯
• Since π = π P̄ , (P̄ − I)π = 0.
T

T

• U is rank n − 1, since un,n is inevitably 0.
¯ T − I with Gaussian
• Find the 1-dimensional null space of P̄
elimination followed by back substitution. L is not needed.
T
¯
• P̄ − I is diagonally dominant, so no pivoting is needed.
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Preserving Sparsity with Bordering

¯ = αP̄ + ((1 − α)e)( e )T , we can instead force
• Since P̄
n
irreducibility by bordering P̄ (see handout for details):
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• P̄ is sparse, so the bordered matrix is sparse. Proceed with
sparse Gaussian elimination.
• Nodes without outgoing links (dangling nodes) do not
contribute to fill-in.
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Taming Fill-in For Gaussian Elimination

• During Gaussian Elimination, rows and columns only cause
fill-in below and to their right, so placing denser rows and
columns last tends to decrease fill-in.
• Reorder nodes according to the product of the number of
out-links and the number of in-links, ascending.
• Collected links from 2,500 Web pages by breadth-first traversal
from www.ncsu.edu.
• On this dataset: without reordering, storage requirements
increased by a factor of 29 during Gaussian Elimination; with
reordering, storage requirements did not increase.
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How Well Does Reordering Work?

NCSU dataset before reordering

NCSU dataset after reordering

(nnz=29660)

(nnz=29660)

Triangularized NCSU dataset

Triangularized NCSU dataset with

without reordering (nnz=858566)

reordering (nnz=29531)
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Further Work

• Thresholding (discarding small values in U)
• Parallel Sparse Gaussian Elimination (triangularization)
• Updating π without doing Gaussian Elimination again
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Results and Conclusions

• It is practical to compute PageRank using Gaussian
Elimination if the matrix fits into memory.
• Performance is variable; real Web data produces very little
fill-in and performance is within an order of magnitude of the
Power Method.
• Unlike the Power Method, with Gaussian Elimination the
parameter α may be increased without impact on performance.
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